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THE Martenitsa
Something kids or the entire family can do as a Missions Project!

THE HISTORY OF MARTENITSAS

Biblical
Challenge
John 13:35 Your love for one another will
prove to the world that you are my disciples."
(NLT)
Luke 6:27 "But if you are willing to listen, I
say, love your enemies. Do good to those
who hate you. (NLT)

As Believers in Jesus we do not believe
in Good Luck or the superstitions associated with the earliest meaning of the
trandition. But we can want the best for
our family and friends. Use this time
and the giving of a Martenitsas as a way
to show and say you care about people.
God calls us to Love each other – and
even to do good to those who hate you.
As you give a martenitsa to another say
a prayer (either in your mind or out
loud) asking God to Bless them and give
them a good year!
Also, when you see a Martenistsa remember
to say a pray for us in Bulgaria and the work
God has us to do here with kids, teens and
their parents.
Now since we don't usually get too many
Storks in the USA – you may want to change
it to until you see a good Robin.

Every year on March 1st, the
Bulgarians mark the coming
of spring by greeting each
other with the words Chestita Baba Marta, or “Happy
Grandma March”. Symbolizing the unpredictability of
the weather at this time of
year, Baba Marta (Grandma
March) is the capricious old
woman who serves up wind,
rain and sunshine according
to her whims, but also brings
the promise of warmer times
ahead.

Bulgarians also celebrate
March 1 by presenting each
other with a good-luck
charm known as a martenitsa – a tassel of red and
white thread which brings
health and good fortune (the
white symbolizes long life,
the red symbolizes strength
and health). The more
friends and colleagues you
have in Bulgaria, the more
martenitsi you will receive
(and the more you should be
prepared to hand out in return). The martenitsi are
worn around the wrist,
bracelet-fashion, until the
first migrating storks appear.
–
According to legend, the first

martenitsa was presented to
seventh-century Bulgar Khan Asparuh by his sister as a good-luck
charm. However the practice is
probably much older. The fact that
martenitsa customs also exist in

neighboring Romania suggests that
they date back to the pre-Christian
period, when both countries were
ruled by closely related tribes and
shared a common pagan culture.
http://www.inyourpocket.com/feature/70089-Get_ready_f
or_Grandma_March.html

For every Bulgarian, March 1 is the
day of what are known as
Martenitsi. They are an ancient
ritual symbol of the in-coming
spring.
The white thread of the Martenitsa
reflects the whiteness of the snow,
which is already growing thinner
and thinner, and the pureeing

power of the new spring season.
The red thread, in its turn, is a
symbol of the scarlet Sun which is
re-born after the winter and is
once again filled up with a new
vital energy.
Interwoven, the white and
the red threads concentrate the invigorating powers of nature to pass them on
to people, fruit trees,
cattle, houses and
farming tools. Everything which is a
source of prosperity
is decorated with a
Martenitsa on March
1. This unique Bulgarian custom
stirs festive mood on the first day
of the spring month even
nowadays.
Once, the oldest
woman in every home would make
the Martenitsi the night before
March 1 and at the break of dawn
she gave one to everyone in the
family.
Today, people buy
Martenitsi. Long before the holiday, as early as the middle of February, the city streets go motley
because of the numerous stands
piled up with various Martenitsi.
The traditions of creating homemade Martenitsi, however, is coming back to life. (We have a suggestion for doing this with
your kids)
At first glance, Martenitsas are a
simple thing – intertwined white
and red thread. According to custom, on the first day of March
every man woman and child pin
such martenitsas onto their
clothes. Tradition has it that in
some parts, the martenitsa is tied
around the wrist of children and
unmarried girls, while men wear
them on the pinky of their hand or
hide them under their sock or in
their waist-band. In other regions,
women pin their martenitsas onto
their bosom – the unmarried girls

on the left, and the married
women on the right-hand side.
Thus, anyone could see whether
the woman was married or not –
and this as a warning to the lads.
In some parts, unmarried lasses used
to make martenitsas especially for
their betrothed.
But the most important message
the martenitsa
conveyed was
that it will bring
health and vitality to the person
wearing
it
throughout the year. According
to ethnologists, the martenitsa can
be traced back to ancient times,
when it was an amulet, with magical properties, protecting its owner
from evil forces and calamities.
Nowadays no one takes this superstition seriously. But everyone still
puts on a martenitsa on March the
first, with wishes for health and
good luck. The custom is for everyone to give friends and relatives
a martenitsa. And on the first day
of March, people count the number
of martenitsas they have received
– because they are a symbol of the
love of numerous friends.
According to an old belief, March is
the only month thought of as a
woman. Martha is the only sister
of the 11 brother-months. She is
called Old Martha. In some regions, however, she is said to be a
beautiful maid who goes out in the
woods, crying out loud: "Go away,
winter, let the summer set in." An
old lady or a girl, Martha is proverbial for her rapidly changing
moods. Legend has it, this is what
determines the weather in March if Martha is angry, the weather
goes very cold, when she is marry,
the weather is sunny and
pleasant.
That is why, Martha

should be welcomed and pleased
with the Martenitsi and with red
woven cloths, spread in the open
air.
Traditional beliefs say that
Martha smiles only if she first
meets young boys and girls. That
is why, once, older people would
stay at home on the morning of
March 1, while the young rushed
outside. Before going out, they
would take a loaf of bread, so that
a rich harvest was born that year.
They also took something gold or
silver, so that they should be rich
and distinguished. The first thing
they would see in the yard predicted their luck through the year.
That is why, the young would go
out their home with their eyes
closed so that they should be vital
and happy and they could get
ahead with their work.
Bulgarians today are hardly likely
to be aware of all of these older
history or meanings of the martenitsas. But they wear them with
pleasure and with the hope of
health. By a tradition, the
martenitsa is taken off when
the first trees come out in
bloom, or when one sees the
first swallow or stork.
http://www.bnr.bg/RadioBulgaria/Emission_English/Theme
_Folklore/Material/Babamarta.htm

A Mission Project the whole family can do!
Get Red & White yard, thread or lanyard
material and have they weave there own
martenitsi to wear or hand out. Any kind
of braiding of the yarn or weaving the
thread will work just make them out of the

colors Red and White. Have them make
some to give away as well. Here are a cou-

Instructions on braiding string, rope or
yarn – (In Case you need

Step 4:

Step 7:

Take the right piece of
string over the middle
string and place it
between the left and
middle pieces.

Make sure to weave
the pieces securely but not too tightly with one another.

Step 2:

ple of great websites to show you more of
what they are like and how to make them.

http://www.geocities.com/bulgarian_martenitsa/index.html
http://www.geocities.com/bulgarian_martenitsa/make_martenitsa.html
http://www.geocities.com/bulgarian_martenitsa/make_martenitza.html

to know)

Things You’ll Need:

Heavy Cardboard
Large Safety Pins
Nylon Ropes –
String - yarn
Scissors
Corkboard
Pushpins
Rubber Bands
String

Step 1:
Take three equal
pieces of string and
tie the three ends together tightly with a
rubber band or another piece of string.
The pieces should lie
flat, next to one another.

Use a thumbtack or a
pushpin to anchor the
tied ends to a piece of
corkboard or heavy
cardboard. The surface you choose
should be stiff, but
soft enough to allow
the insertion of the
pin or tack.

Step 5:

.Step 3:
Make sure that the
pieces of string are
untangled and lie flat
and straight when you Step 6:
Repeat steps 4 and 5
begin your braid.

until you have the
desired length of braid.

Step 8:
Make sure that the
free string ends remain untangled
throughout the braiding process. Tangles
can cause the free
ends to knot.
http://www.ehow.com/how_13449
_braid-string.html

